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Germanic warrior clubs, the existence of which he hoped to prove on the
basis of painstaking research and sophisticated interpretation. His My
Twentieth Century further reveals his keen analytical mind being at work
despite the burdens that old age inflicts. The memoir traces the path of a
public historian, yet barely touches on the author's private life. It focuses
on "the intersection between research and government" in which he found
himself to be "a content person in the forefront of this struggle" ( 148). In his
professional career Dr. Price had assumed "many disguises, such as
archeologist, intelligence analyst, soldier, teacher and librarian" as well as
bibliographer. "It was like being on stage," he sums up, "taking on different
roles" (126), yet in all disguises he always remained the dedicated servant
of Clio.

Leo Schelbert
University of Illinois at Chicago

REVIEW ESSAY

Jeremy Dupertuis Bangs, editor and translator, Swiss Sisters Separated.
Pioneer Life in Kansas, Oklahoma, and Washington 1889-1914. From the
Letters of Louise Guillermin Dupertuis to Her Sister Elise Guillermin, the
Painter. Rockport, Maine: Picton Press, 2003.
This work of nearly 500 pages presents a rich harvest of documents,
data, and insights, derived from Jeremy Dupertuis Bangs' painstaking and
expert effort as editor, translator, and interpreter. He first offers a concise
introduction concerning the letters which had been exchanged mainly
between Louise Guillermin Dupertuis (1848-1914), an 1889 immigrant to
Kansas, and also some of her children, with Elise ( 1851-1931) and Isa line
(b. 1841) Guillermin, the sisters of the book's title. Despite Louise's
frequent entreaties, Elise stayed in Crettaz-Tavex sur Ollon in the Swiss
canton of Vaud in whose studio the editor discovered their copious
correspondence (447). Most letters were written in French, yet gradually
Louise's children changed over to English, a language which Elise luckily
understood. The collection contains, however, only one item of Louise's
husband Henri-Louis Dupertuis (1852-1925) whom she had married in
1876. It is a thirty-six page handwritten report from 1889 (28-32, 49-54) to
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his brother Emile Dupertuis (b. ca. 1855) who resided in Yvonne,
Switzerland; Henri-Louis' account features his trip to Oklahoma "in the
center of the Indian Territory" (28).
The book presents a total of 293 letters (21-337), some of which are
lengthy, some brief, some expressing optimism, others containing tales of
disaster, sickness, and discouragement. As J.D. Bangs concisely observes:
"Houses, neighbors, animals, tornadoes, crops, wildflowers, revival
meetings, snowstorms, Indians, the other immigrants around them-Louise
tries to explain them all to her sisters. She also reported on births, children,
growing up, homesickness, boredom, and answered prayers" (11). Besides
these primary documents the editor also includes a section titled "Visiting
Relatives at Home" (339-388). It describes Henri-Louis' and his son
Samuel's visit to their home country in 1920 (339-347) and gives sketches
also of other relatives such as Myrielle and Arianne Wackemagel (347359), Sophie Jouvenat ofMontreux (359-368), the Birbaums of Aigle (369379) and Louis Dupertuis of Yvonne (379-388). "Going beyond
photographs," J.D. Bangs observes, "the emigrants began the custom of
returning from time to time to visit relatives and family homes in
Switzerland, to tell new stories and hear old histories: Daniel and Jean, Lina
and Helene, Henri-Louise and Samuel. I, too, have been to visit and listen"
(339).
The next section titled "Historical Fragments" (389-440),
complemented by a valuable "Note on Sources" (441-444), explores topics
such as the history of Ollon and St. Trophin, the French Revolution as it
played out on Swiss territory, illegitimacy as genealogically documented for
the Dupertuis clan, and the realities of social strata as well as of natural
disasters. A following "Genealogical Section" (446-494) contains expertly
collected data on the Guillermin, Dulex, and especially the Dupertuis
families.
A valuable feature of this work are the numerous and generally well
reproduced illustrations. Louise Dupertuis as well as her sister Elise were
artistically gifted, the latter having also studied her craft in Paris, for a time
at the same studio as Vincent van Gogh. Their watercolors of flowers,
landscapes, and buildings are delightful, and some are in my view of high
artistic quality, among them Louise's first picture "Sunflowers" painted in
Kansas on June 13, 1889 (39) and "Elise's Valley of the Ormonts" of 1921
(46). Also photographs and drawings enrich the text, among them some of
the editor Jeremy D. Bangs, as for instance his sketch "Mound Ridge
Station" (75) or his portrait "Louis Dupertuis" (380). In the section
"Painting" of his "Introduction" he describes the context of the sisters'
artistic endeavors with much insight. Their "activities belong," he claims,
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol39/iss3/5
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"to a fairly expectable pattern for genteel, not necessarily wealthy European
women in the later nineteenth century ... from Russia to Scotland" (16).
Thus the volume offers a wealth of diverse documentary and narrative
materials of great value, and it is perhaps ungenerous to complain about a
missing index of names, places, and main events. Precisely because of its
richness such an index would allow for quick orientation which is at times
difficult to achieve, especially since the Table of Contents is insufficiently
structured and does not give a complete list of illustrations. At times the
reader would also be well served by some explanatory footnotes relating to
personalities or events.
What are some of the main themes this work illustrates? Four shall be
mentioned. First, Louise Guillerrnin Dupertuis emerges as an immigrant
woman who valiantly grapples with the numerous tasks of a farmer's wife
on the frontier and has to start several times over in Kansas, Oklahoma, and
Washington. Her genteel background and her being used to a well ordered
tightly knit, and esthetically framed village life contrasted sharply with the
desolation that she often felt on the plains of Kansas, in Oklahoma as well
as in the environs of Adna, Washington, due in part to the great distances
that separated farms and communities of fellow settlers. Natural disasters,
furthermore, while known also in Switzerland, seemed to have been more
threatening and more frequent in the world of Kansas and Oklahoma, not
in the least such occurrences as tornadoes or extended drought which
destroyed crops that were indispensable for survival. Throughout her life
Louise seemed to have been homesick for the world into which she had
been born. Although she recognized beauty wherever she happened to be,
"in spite of all" she wrote, "nothing will replace for me my beautiful, my
dear country" (87). She experienced 'ennui', that is a certain lingering
feeling of emptiness and sadness that derived from the monotony of a daily
backbreaking grind.
Yet her faith sustained her. The strength she and her husband derived
from religion is a second theme this book illuminates. "Having joined the
Salvation army in Switzerland," J.D. Bangs observes, "the family piety
went through several transformations in America including joining French
Baptists in Mound Ridge .. .In Oklahoma, instead, the family became noisy
adherents of the Holiness Movement. Eventually there was a detached
disenchantment" (11-12). This, however, extended to the organized aspect
of religious life, whereas the immigrants' personal piety apparently
remained unshaken. Louise's faith is beautifully expressed in a poem titled
"Pour la consecration d'un Pasteur' which she seems to have written herself
on the occasion of the ordination of her husband Henri-Louis (105). After
he had been re-baptized on April 12, 1891 in Mound Ridge, Kansas where
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2003
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he had been preaching to French Canadians, but now planned to move to
Oklahoma Territory, "the [Baptist] church unanimously set Henri apart,"
Louise reported, "to receive the imposition of hands so that he can organize
a regular church in the new country [Oklahoma]." He had never said "one
word" about it, but had been asked to consent which he gladly did since
ordination would grant him "greater liberty" in his religious endeavors.
"The ceremony took pace on April 24 [1892]," Louise wrote, "at one
o'clock in the afternoon. There were three ministers from elsewhere and
two deacons and all the church assembled. I assure you it was most solemn"
(102). In the poem she entered into her album on April 25, her central plea
reads: "O Dieu fort viens avec puissance / Guerir et soumettre les coeurs:
0 mighy God, come with power/ to heal and subdue the hearts" (106).
Humans were sinners in need of redemption, and also her minister husband
"who is poor and a sinner" needs too God's "amour immense", his
"immense love."
A third theme concerns "Indians", a topic that surfaces several times.
It is not surprising that the indigenous people of the Northern Western
Hemisphere are referred to by the colonialist terms 'sauvages /savages', and
'peaux-rouges/Redskins'. Louise was quite aware that 'Indian troubles' had
been reported also in Switzerland. To allay fears in this regard, she basically
made three claims to Elise, whom she entreated for years to join her, but
who might be put off by 'Indian troubles'. Indians "do not disturb us in any
way," she assured her sister, "and some of them even greet us very
cordially" (109). They receive, furthermore, individually big pieces ofland,
160 acres for each person in a family, in order to compensate them for the
loss of their country (96); and, finally, those resisting the settler intrusion
into their domain are efficiently neutralized: "The troubles that took place
last year [1892] were quite quickly punished, and there are troops
everywhere [where] there are redskins" (ibid.). Also Henri-Louis describes
'Indians' as quite normal and as people who are not to be feared. "The
[Indian] women" whom he observed on his exploratory trip to Oklahoma
'have a costume of all colors ... No shoes. In this country the men and
women go barefoot on working days, even here in Kansas the women,
particularly, go barefoot, and on Sunday they wear the fashions ofladies"
(51). The message is clear: Indians are not much different from white folks.
A fourth aspect that is illuminated by this work relates to the effect of
'America letters' and, later, ofrecruiting visits on those back home. J. D.
Bangs reports that Louis Dupertuis (b. 1887) of Yvonne (379-388; 475),
whom he interviewed in 1922, remarked "that the family in America had
always tried to convince the ones in Switzerland to come to join them,
especially Tante Elise, but that the information about their life in America
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol39/iss3/5
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had been more like a periodic warning to stay away. Many of the letters he
had heard read aloud" and they had indeed offered, if not incentives to leave
Switzerland, at least "a store of knowledge about living conditions in
Kansas, Oklahoma, and Washington" (54). Like the written reports, the
1920 visit of Henri-Louis and his son Samuel had the opposite of the
intended effect. In a cafe in Panex he had shown "pictures of America with
a magic lantern" to a large audience and had tried to show "how rich he had
become, how he had succeeded at improving himself in a bigger, more
Godly country." The large open touring car, which he had shipped over by
boat and in which he appeared in Panex, was to prove his wealth. Yet as
J.D. Bangs pointedly observes: "His farm in Adna, Washington, was large
by Panex standards, but it was not remarkable in America. His house there
was smaller than Vers les Cloux. The Adna farm never provided enough
free capital to make the European trip a trifling expense; Henri-Louis
returned to Switzerland by consuming the capital that came from selling the
'back forty' (acres). He moved, remarried [LaureJacot(1869-1954),p. 471]
I think, and died five years later" (393-340).
Thus the book Swiss Sisters Separated has much to offer to readers of
diverse interests. For general readers who want to understand what
emigration really involved for so-called common people, the letters
especially provide ample insight. Genealogists will find numerous,
professionally presented details that are enriched by Louise's data on
individual people. Historians interested in the so-called 'westward
movement', actually the de facto white conquest of the trans-Mississippi
West, are provided with rich detail about economic, social and religious
dimensions (whereas the political aspect is practically absent). Through the
letters historians of immigration receive much insight into the power of
individuality as a shaping force of the migratory experience. Louise
represents what may be called an 'adaptive' type of immigrant: She
remained tied to her world of origin and unconsciously measured her worlds
of destination by what she had known in Switzerland. In contrast, her
husband represents the 'assimilative' type; he fully embraced the challenges
of building and re-building the various homesteads in a variety of American
settings, enjoyed the egalitarian world of the frontier, and praised American
life as superior to that possible in the Swiss canton ofVaud. This book then,
handsomely produced by Picton Press, is a most valuable addition to the
growing publications that feature the world which newcomers from
Switzerland encountered in the United States.
Leo Schelbert
University of Illinois at Chicago
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